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Full-text patents available from present; more limited patents and images available from  Reference materials
Bookmark the Quick Reference page for links to commonly used reference material such as dictionaries,
directories, guidebooks, and much more. Coverage is from present. Standards What is a standard? Proquest
Dissertations and Theses includes full-text of over , dissertations and theses from onwards as well as citations
and abstracts for many more. The application of standards ensures that products and services are consistent,
compatible, safe and effective. Also, most academic databases enable you to save searches and receive
updated results, including Google Scholar. Bibliography citation software Citation management software such
as EndNote or RefWorks can make managing your research easier by allowing you to create your own
electronic library of references, assist in formatting and intext citations as your prepare publications. Please let
your liaison librarian know about any gaps or complete the Suggest a purchase form. For a list of the
increasing number of world-wide organizations archiving and making accessible digital scholarship, go to
ROAR Registry of Open Access Repositories. Use our digitization services for your research needs. There are
many books about specific standards in the collection but few actual standards. Off-campus access to
resources is handled two ways, EZProxy will prompt you for a McGill username and password, if you connect
to the resource from any Library webpage. Assistance You can email, chat online or drop by and visit our
knowledgeable staff at any branch library. You may be able to obtain other standards at other local libraries:.
Consult the Licensed software products and eligible users page to download popular software programs such
as Trend Micro antivirus software, the citation management software EndNote or Refworks, and MATLAB,
an interactive environment for data visualization and analysis program. Software McGill's campus software
program includes a wide range of software applications for use by the campus community. Contact us if you
have other sources or sites to recommend. What are the benefits? How to submit eTheses A new model for
scholarly publishing Institutional repositories, which centralize, preserve and make accessible the knowledge
generated by academic institutions, provide a new model for scholarly publishing. Consultations Liaison
Librarians can help track resources on particular topics, locate difficult to find information, and can assist with
sources required for the preparation of research. In exchange for full disclosure about the invention, the
inventor is granted exclusive rights to make, use, or sell the product for a set period of time. McGill graduate
students and faculty members are entitled to borrow materials on a long-term basis from the CRL and all
requests are submitted in Colombo. Patents What is a patent? Purchase requests The McGill Library will make
every effort to acquire any additional material required to support teaching and learning. They may be issued
by companies or professional or industry organizations both national and international. Grant databases Grant
Connect is a bilingual database with detailed, searchable information on thousands of major funders. The
Library's Classic Catalogue contains print and physical circulating materials only. Links to other funding
opportunities. E-books When you search for books in the WorldCat Discovery catalogue, the electronic
versions appear in the search results on the left hand side of the screen just below the Books header. You can
search the ASTM website in order to determine in which volume a specific standard is located. Standards not
held at McGill Standards cannot be ordered through interlibrary loan. The recommended resource for
searching by topic or keyword. TV allow you to view audio and visual material in your office, in class or
anywhere else. European Patent Register : Consolidated patent registry for 27 European countries. Library
catalogues The Library provides access to a wide range of primary and secondary resources. Alternatively,
register for table of contents alerts from the individual journal homepage, or the journal publisher page.
Research tools Mobile apps The Mobile apps guide keeps track of the mobile apps the McGill library
subscribes to, selected by liaison librarians. Below are resources to help you find patents. Locate your Liaison
Librarian by academic discipline. Authorship rights play an important role in open access to scholarly
communication. One of the experts on open access, Peter Suber, has written an excellent overview. Subject
guides Liaison librarians have created many subject guides containing recommendations of background
sources, key databases and scholarly websites for your students.


